
 
 

  

Farécla Frequently Asked Questions 

Q. Are Farécla compounds waterborne or solvent based? 
All current Farécla compounds are waterborne. The unique smell of Farécla products is caused by pine oil, 

which is a natural product used in the formulation of the compound. 

Q. Are Farécla products hazardous? 
All Farécla cutting compounds and waxes are specified as non-hazardous by the NOHSC Australia. 

Q. Do Farécla cutting compounds contain fillers? 
Farécla cutting compounds contain no agents to fill or mask scratches. Farécla products permanently remove 

defects. 

Q. How do I know whether the scratch is removable? 
Farécla compounds will remove imperfections within the paint surface itself. If the scratch has penetrated 

through to the primer level, (usually a grey or white colour) then a refinish will be required. 

Q. What is the coarsest scratch pattern that your products will remove? 
For automotive applications we recommend P1500 or above, whilst for Industrial surfaces such as GRP, 

P1000 or above can be removed. 

Q. Do I need to use water and how much? 
Apart from G6 Rapid and G3 Extra, most Farécla products are designed to be used with water. When using a 

wet use product only a damp mop is required, not a soaking wet one. To minimise splatter fully soak the 
compounding foam, in a bucket or sink, and then squeeze out by hand. After mounting the compounding head on 
the polisher run the machine away from the vehicle until all excess water is spun off. Once you start polishing use a 
light mist from a spray bottle to keep the mop just damp. 

Q. Why do flatting marks sometimes reappear? 
As Farécla products contain no fillers, this is usually due to the paint being insufficiently dry before 

compounding. When cutting uncured paint it tends to reflow and stretch so that the marks appear to have gone, 
then when it cools it returns to its former state showing the original flatting marks. 

 
To rectify this you can either infra red the paintwork to fully cure it, return it to the oven, or leave it for sometime 

(24-48 Hours) until it is well cured. If you continue to have this problem you may need to contact your paint 
manufacturer to confirm that your baking times and temperatures are sufficient to properly cure the paintwork. 

Q. What's the difference between a paste and liquid compound? 
Liquid compounds are always more advanced, delivering a quicker cutting action and more rapid results with 

less mess in use. Typically liquid formulations are more concentrated than their paste equivalents, requiring less 
product each job. Paste compounds are designed for older paint technology, (e.g. Medium Solids systems), 
whereas liquid products are a recent innovation and are typically intended for use on the latest compliant paint 
technologies. 

Q. How can liquid compound be more abrasive than paste when it feels smoother to the touch? 
The abrasives in liquid compound are smaller so feel less gritty, but the smaller size means more points of 

contact with the surface per square centimeter. 

 

 

 



 
 

  

 

Q. Should I use wool or foam to compound? 
In general wool will give a faster finish whereas foam will give a finer finish. This is particularly true when wool 

is used with products such as G3 Extra. Other products like G6 Rapid are only recommended to be used with 
foam. Please contact us assistance regarding the matching of pads with Farécla products. 

Q. Which product is best to use on high solids paints? 
The best product to use on high solids paint is the G6 Rapid Advanced Liquid Compound. This product was 

specifically designed for all modern high solids paints. This product must be used in conjunction with the G6 rapid 
compounding foam for best results. 

Q. What can I do about swirls on my black or dark coloured car? 
Swirls can be caused by a number of factors including, but not limited to, low quality clear coat and/or colour 

used during the refinish process, contamination on the polishing pad, incorrect product choice and/or incorrect 
technique. To rectify the issue once it arises you are best to follow up with a fine finishing product such as G10, or 
G3 Polish, and soft polishing foam. For extra gloss and depth of colour follow with Farécla Glaze and finish with 
Wax Top. 

Q. How often should I wax my vehicle? 
Farécla waxes are formulated to last up to 3 months under normal circumstances. If your vehicle is used in 

harsh conditions, or washed with strong chemicals such as those found in automatic car washes, more frequent 
application may be required. 

Q. How can I remove the residue from plastics and rubbers? 
When compounding panels any plastics or rubbers that may come into contact with the compounding head 

should be masked for protection. All other residue should be removed with a pressure washer and/or sponge and 
hose with a mild car wash detergent. Any stubborn residue can be removed with warm water, or wax and grease 
remover, and a cloth. If the splatter is removed immediately after compounding this is usually not required. When 
used in hot weather the splatter should be cleaned as soon as possible to prevent it baking on. 

 

Q. Why does Farécla contain no silicon or fillers? 
Farécla has been a well known product in the automotive refinish industry for some 60 years and has long 

maintained a reputation as being a “paintshop friendly” product due its non silicon formulation. This has enabled 
them to maintain the highest level of quality without the added use of fillers and silicon which merely hide the true 
finish below. With Farécla what you see is what you get and you can ensure that you will receive no come backs 
due to fillers washing out after the first or second wash. 

Q. What makes Farécla compounds more superior? 
Farécla has over 50 years time invested time into researching every facet of the automotive, marine, and 

industrial refinishing business. Farécla uses the best quality abrasives, suspension and lubricant in formulating its 
products. 

Q. My question is not listed. Where can I get further information? 
Please use the contact us section of our website www.storkawd.com.au or email us at info@storkawd.com.au 
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